


Welcome to Cosmopolitan
Cosmopolitan residential doors are not just about quality and security, 
they are about creating lasting impressions. Doors have a huge influence 
on the overall character and ambience of your home, making it important 
you choose the right door for your property. 

With Cosmopolitan, rest assured you’re on the right track.

Why Cosmopolitan?
Cosmopolitan is the UK’s leading brand in residential door panels with 
over 16 years of expertise and experience. Our doors are not only stylish, 
they offer excellent thermal efficiency properties, helping to reduce energy 
loss in your home. 

Choose from over 110 different options of doors with some of the most 
stunning glass designs ever made. 
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100% Glass
Glass is important to us, never will you find 
a Cosmopolitan design made with anything 
other than glass. Many other manufacturers 
still use cheaper plastic inserts between the 
glass. 

Years of research and development into glass 
designs, enables us to offer some fantastic 
pieces using different techniques which will 
show off your front door.

Huge Choice
Our glass range features some time-served 
traditional classics, through to contemporary 
and unique designs that are sure to get the 
neighbours talking. All Cosmopolitan glass is 
toughened and conforms to BSI kitemark.

Hand Crafted
All glass designs from Cosmopolitan are 
meticulously and intricately handcrafted, to 
ensure each piece of glass looks as exquisite 
as the next. Each of the glass bevels used is 
bonded using specially designed UV resistant 
glue, which is developed to withstand anything 
our climate can throw at it. 
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Consistent Quality
No matter what door you choose, you are guaranteed to have selected a 
door that performs. Each door leaving our factory is of the highest quality 
and comes with a no-nonsense 10 year guarantee.

Heat Shield Technology
For years woodgrain effect doors have been prone to failures, mainly 
due to the level of heat that surface temperatures of the doors can 
reach causing them to warp, crack or bubble. You may not be aware of 
this problem, especially if you read other door catalogues as they don’t 
bring your attention to it. However, at Cosmopolitan we are so confident 
that our exclusive Heat Shield protected doors work, we want you to be 
aware of it!

heat SHIELD
heat  protect ive door technologyKM83276

BSEN-12150CLASS1 5



MADEIRA
PERFECT ILLUMINATION
Cosmopolitan’s most popular door, the Madeira, looks stunning in any 
style of property and lets a generous amount of light into your home, 
maximising solar gain. 

Glass image - Capricorn

Madeira: Lynx Madeira: Corvus

Madeira: Victorian Torch

Madeira: Vineyard

Madeira: Sunbeam   † Madeira: Red Rock Madeira: Moon Shadow
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MADEIRA
* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Madeira: Celestial* Madeira: Nebulous* Madeira: Capricorn*Madeira: Eclipse

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadGeorgian Bar Square Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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Glass image - Libra

AYRES
SIMPLY STUNNING
Ayres doors offer some of the most attractive pieces of glass available 
from our entire collection. Libra blends contemporary glass bevels 
bonded onto stunning gluechip glass, whilst the Cosmopolitan offers 
stylish marble film with glass bevels.

Ayres: Red Rock Ayres: Ursa Minor Ayres: Castor

Ayres: Sandblast Star    †
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AYRES

Ayres: Libra*Ayres: Tucana Ayres: Vela* Ayres: Cosmopolitan

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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LONDON
STYLISH CURVES 
Stylish curves on the double glass aperture makes this door an extremely 
popular choice across all parts of the UK. Door knockers are commonly 
added to the centre between the glass designs. Side panels are also 
available in the London range. Please see page 34.

Glass image - Mizar

London: SpicaLondon: VolansLondon: Simple Rose

London: Orchid    †
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LONDON
* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

London: Cetus London: Mizar London: Virgo*London: Victorian Rose

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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NAPOLI

NAPOLI
STRETCHES THE BOUNDARIES OF GLASS DESIGNS 
This collection features some of Cosmopolitan’s most intricate hand-made 
crystal clear leaded glass designs, that truly let the light shine into your 
home. The Renaissance stretches the boundaries of glass designs to new 
levels, whilst the Cassiopeia offers stunning looks at affordable prices. 

Glass image - Renaissance

Napoli: Owl with Border

Napoli: Spring Flower

Napoli: Bellflower    †

Napoli: Napoli RoseNapoli: Cygnus

Napoli: Sandblast Star    †
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NAPOLI

Napoli: Renaissance* Napoli: CassiopeiaNapoli: CapellaNapoli: Pisces*

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass DesignsAdditional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Please see page 36 for more details
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GENEVA
SUPERB BEAUTY
This extremely popular door combines beautiful stylish mouldings, with a 
superb collection of glass designs. Popular pieces of glass in this range 
include the traditional yet classic Climbing Rose, or the stunning Mimas 
or Mira styles for more modern properties.

Glass image - Climbing Rose

Geneva II: Volans

Geneva II: Victorian RoseGeneva II: Sandblast Orchid    †

Geneva II: Rock Rose Geneva II: Dione

Geneva II: Oberon
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GENEVA

Georgian Bar

Please see page 36 for more details

Geneva II: Mira Geneva II: Corona* Geneva II: MimasGeneva II: Climbing Rose

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details
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ATHENS & CANNES
A TIMELESS CLASSIC 
These truly timeless classics have consistently over the last decade 
proved to be Britain’s most popular door styles, offering the maximum 
in security and obscurity. We recommend a Spy view door knocker with 
this design. Side panels are also available in the Athens range. Please 
see page 34.

Cannes II: Petals with Number Cannes II: Flower with Number

Athens II: Rosebud Athens I: SolidAthens III: Lyra*

Glass image - Aries

Cannes IV: Victorian Border    †
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ATHENS & CANNES

Cannes III: Aries* Cannes II: Rosebud with Number Cannes II: Victorian Drape Cannes II: Georgian Bar

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadGeorgian Bar
Cannes only

Square Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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TUSCANY
PARTICULARLY EXQUISITE 
Similar to the Bordeaux style but with a larger glass aperture and vertically 
moulded lower half, the Tuscany gives the effect of a wooden door but 
with all the environmentally friendly attributes of PVC-U. These panels look 
particularly exquisite in Light Oak, Rosewood or Mahogany woodgrain 
effects, please see page 36.

Glass image - Ariel

Tuscany: TitanTuscany: Neptune*
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TUSCANY

Tuscany: SunriseTuscany: ArielTuscany: Titania*

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadGeorgian Bar Square Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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BORDEAUX
A POPULAR CHOICE
This collection is available in several glass designs that stylishly show 
off any type of property. A popular choice for many is Ursa, which brings 
together stylish lead work, decorative bevels and marble effect film with 
striking results. Side panels are also available in the Bordeaux range. 
Please see page 34.

Bordeaux II: Iris

Bordeaux II: KaiserBordeaux II: Sunrise

Bordeaux II: Octans

Glass image - Ursa
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BORDEAUX

Bordeaux II: Rose Square Lead Bordeaux II: Cosmos* Bordeaux II: UrsaBordeaux II: Sculptor*

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadGeorgian Bar Square Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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EDINBURGH & DUBLIN
ELEGANT & STYLISH
Timeless and traditional in their charm, these doors feature a decorative 
central moulding which lends itself to Lion Head knockers. Popular 
designs in these ranges include Sagittarius and the classic Mira which 
perfectly complements homes with Diamond or Square Leaded windows. 
Another popular design is the Rose  as shown above.

Edinburgh II: Taurus*Dublin II: Mira

Glass image - Rose
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EDINBURGH & DUBLIN

Edinburgh II: Rose Dublin II: Dublin Rose Dublin II: Sagittarius*Edinburgh II: Rigel

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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COSMOPOLITAN
DISTINCTIVE DESIGN
The Cosmopolitan door style from the Cosmopolitan collection lends itself 
to striking contemporary glass designs, due to the distinctive modern 
mouldings of the door.  Our most popular designs in this range include 
Callisto & Scorpio.

Glass image - Callisto

Cosmopolitan: Spindle    † Cosmopolitan: Constellation Cosmopolitan: Rosestar
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COSMOPOLITAN

Cosmopolitan: Callisto*Cosmopolitan: Climbing RoseCosmopolitan: Helix*Cosmopolitan: Scorpio*

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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KENSINGTON
ADDING CHARACTER TO YOUR HOME
The elegant and tasteful Kensington collection offers a large glass 
aperture with a double moulding in the bottom half. Popular choices 
include the Gemini glass design as shown above.

Glass image - Gemini

Kensington II: Tiffany Rose Kensington II: Rose VineKensington II: Dorado

Kensington II: Sandblast Star †
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KENSINGTON

Kensington II: Omega Kensington II: Queen Anne Bar Kensington II: Gemini*Kensington II: Victorian New Star  †

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details

Georgian Bar

Please see page 36 for more details
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FLORENCE
INTRICATE DETAIL
As with the Edinburgh and Dublin collections, Florence also features a 
decorative central moulding which looks great with Lion Head knockers. 
A popular glass design in this range is the delightful Aquarius, which 
combines intricate lead work, decorative bevels and gluechip glass with 
eye-catching results.

Florence II: Aquila Florence II: Primrose Florence II: Black Border

Glass image - Aquarius
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FLORENCE

Florence II: Andromeda Florence II: Aquarius*Florence II: Ursa

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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VERONA & SEVILLE (SLIMLINE MOULDINGS)
INSTANT CLASSIC
Verona & Seville are new additions to the Cosmopolitan range and have been 
designed to offer a narrower alternative to the Napoli and London styles. We 
recommend you choose a Slimline Verona or Seville if your property has a 
narrow door opening. Side panels are available in both styles of door. Please 
see page 34.

Glass image - Sunflower

Seville: Capricorn* Seville: Helix*Seville: Black Diamond*

Seville: Scorpio*
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VERONA & SEVILLE

Seville: Libra* Verona: Sunflower*Verona: Twilight* Seville: Ruby  Aries*

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear 
backing glass with these designs.
†  Where colour appears the glass is clear.

Additional Glass Designs

Obscure GlassDiamond LeadSquare Lead

Additional Colour Options

MahoganyRosewood Light Oak

Please see page 39 for more details Please see page 36 for more details
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A CLOSER LOOK
Gluechip Glass
Gluechip glass is created using an 
intricate handmade process where no 
two pieces of glass are ever the same. 
The pattern created is completely 
random in nature and enhances 
the appearance of the door as well 
as offering a high level of obscurity 
without reducing light transmission.

Marble Film  
 
Marble film is designed to match the 
fascinating variety and natural beauty of 
marble itself. Various pattern directions 
and shades, from colour to clear, make 
it look as nature intended.
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Crystal Glass Bevels 
Each crystal clear glass bevel is 
individually designed and bonded onto 
the main glass by skilled craftsman. 
Designs that feature a cluster of bevels 
create a stunning visual effect for 
your home with the rays of light being 
reflected in many directions.

Aged Lead  
Aged Lead (standard on all designs 
using lead) features in several 
designs throughout the Cosmopolitan 
collection. This attractive finish, often 
between glass bevels or different 
finishes, adds character to the overall 
glass design. As with any metal, 
natural oxidation of the Lead occurs 
and cannot be accepted as a fault.
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SIDE PANELS, BACK DOORS & HALF PANELS

N.B, To choose your backing glass please refer to page 37
* Available as half panels

Backdoor: AyresBackdoor: Boston*Backdoor: Atlanta*

Backdoor: Rome Backdoor: Tuscany

Athens I: Athens Side Panel Bordeaux II: Bordeaux  Side Panel

Seville:  Seville Side Panel Backdoor: MadeiraBackdoor: Ascot
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CONSERVATORY

Conservatory
If choosing a conservatory panel 
please select your moulding style 
followed by your colour choice. Once 
you have chosen these, you then need 
to select what reinforcement level you 
go for. (Please see please page 38) 

Conservatory: York

Conservatory: Harvard

Conservatory: Boston

Conservatory: Oxford

Conservatory: Cambridge

Conservatory: Atlanta

Rosewood

White Light Oak

Mahogany
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ADDITIONAL GLASS DESIGNS

Create a stylish and simple look with 
Georgian Bars designed to look 
like traditional Georgian 
Windows (just easier to 
clean). Available in White, 
Light Oak and Woodgrain 
(suitable for Rosewood & 
Mahogany colours)

NB, Only available in the 
following door styles, Bordeaux, 
Cannes, Kensington, Madeira, 
Geneva, Rome & Tuscany

Nothing rivals the timeless old English 
look of diamond leaded 
doors and windows. A 
true classic that adds 
an exclusive feel to 
both contemporary and 
traditional homes.

A similar style to Diamond Lead, this 
stylish pattern creates 
a great  look at  an 
affordable price.

Choose any style of door with plain 
or obscured glass from the selection 
on page 37. A particularly 
popular choice is Gluechip 
as shown above.  

Option I: Georgian Bar Option III: Square LeadOption II: Diamond Lead Option IV: Obscure Glass
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PATTERNED BACKING GLASS
Cosmopolitan
O n c e  y o u  h a v e  c h o s e n  y o u r 
Cosmopolitan glass design, you will 
now need to select what type of backing 
glass you want. We recommend that 
all designs that feature our decorative 
Gluechip glass designs are backed 
using clear glass.
 
If choosing glass for a side or back 
door we recommend choosing Glacier, 
Sandstone, Gluechip, Woodland, 
Honeycomb and Misted Glass as 
these provide the most stylish finishes 
combined with high levels of obscurity.

PILKINGTON
Pilkington also offers a range of patterned 
glass designs as shown.

Florielle, Chantilly, Digital, Oak, Pelerine, Sycamore & Charcoal Sticks are all registered trade marks of 
Pilkington. 

Chantilly Digital OakFlorielle SycamorePelerine

Glacier

Woodland Honeycomb Misted

Sandstone Gluechip
Obscurity Rating 8/10Obscurity Rating 10/10 Obscurity Rating 8/10

Obscurity Rating 4/10Obscurity Rating 6/10 Obscurity Rating 10/10

Charcoal Sticks
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Standard core

FURNITURE & REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcement
For extra peace of mind, all our 
doors are available in several 
different reinforcing options 
that provide exceptional levels 
of security.

Furniture
Firstly, select the colour you 
would like your door furniture 
to be from the letter plates 
to the left, then choose what 
added extra’s you would like 
to compliment your door.   

Chrome Polished Gold White Black

Scroll KnockerNumbers & Letters Knockers Knockers (with spyhole) Lion Head (small & large)

Double ply core Aluminium  coreSingle ply core
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Exclusive to Cosmopolitan, Heat Shield is standard on all our 
woodgrain doors. The technology prevents your door from 
absorbing heat, which causes dark colours to expand and 
contract on hot days. Similar to wooden doors when they 
expand and no longer fit in the frame, some PVC-U doors still 
suffer with this problem. With Heat Shield you can rest assured 
your door won’t crack warp or bubble.

COLOUR OPTIONS

heat SHIELD
heat  protect ive door technology

Colour Options
All doors in the Cosmopolitan 
collection are available in White, 
Light Oak, Rosewood or Mahogany 
and perfectly match most window 
and conservatory colours.  

Heat Shield

RosewoodWhite Light Oak Mahogany
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Welcome to Rockdoor
Rockdoor, a sister brand of Cosmopolitan, is the UK’S leading manufacturer 
of high quality, high security PVC-U composite doors. Over the next few 
pages we would like to give you a small taste of what Rockdoor can offer, 
and why we feel it is the most secure, robust and attractive door in its 
class. 

What is a Composite Door?
Composite doors bridge the gap between standard residential doors (as 
shown in this brochure), high security doors which often look bland and 
traditional timber doors. 
 
Rockdoor is an engineered door system which offers security and style 
as standard. It combines the realistic appearance of a traditional timber 
door with the all the benefits of PVC-U. The realistic woodgrain effect 
finish makes Rockdoor virtually indistinguishable from a traditional timber 
door.

ROCKDOOR 
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Secured by Design
‘Secured by Design’ is a tough Police 
backed accreditation awarded to Rockdoor 
for its strong and robust door. Other industry 
accreditations to give you complete peace of 
mind, include PAS 23 & PAS 24 demonstrating 
the quality of the door itself. 

Simply the Best
By choosing a Rockdoor for your home you 
are making a statement. A statement that 
says so much about you, your tastes, your 
life. Once you’ve had a Rockdoor installed 
in your home, you’ll never have to give it a 
second thought.

Stable Doors
Rockdoor is widely respected in the industry 
for manufacturing one of the best Stable Doors 
on the market.  Our delightful stable door 
allows you to open the top half separately 
giving you security when dealing with visitors 
and keeps children and pets secure whilst 
allowing fresh air into your home. Rockdoor 
Stable Doors are suitable in many styles of 
properties adding both charm and character 
to your home. 

THE UK’S LEADING PVC-U COMPOSITE DOOR
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PEACE OF MIND FOR YOUR HOME 
Mahogany Golden OakWhite Onyx Black Sapphire 

Blue
Ruby Red Emerald 

Green
Anthracite 

Grey
Rosewood Colours

Rockdoors are available in 9 colours, 
together with a wide range of high 
quality colour co-ordinated door 
furniture. 

Each Woodgrain coloured Rockdoor is 
protected by Heat Shield technology.

heat SHIELD
heat  protect ive door technology
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Movie Magic
A Rockdoor is a precision engineered masterpiece made to measure to 
your exact requirements, to the millimetre in fact! 
 
A short movie filmed at our state of the art manufacturing plant can be 
seen by visiting rockdoor.com. If you’re having trouble deciding whether 
to choose a Rockdoor or another composite on the market, all that we ask 
is that you watch this movie before making up your mind! 

Request a Brochure
To find out why Rockdoor is the UK’s leading PVC-U composite door 
simply visit rockdoor.com and request one of our brochures. You will find 
lots more information on what makes a Rockdoor special, together with 
details of how to choose a door. 

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE???
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GAP’s policy is one of continuous improvement and we reserve the right to 
change details and prices at any time without notice. Reproduction of this 
brochure - in part or full - is strictly forbidden without the written consent of 
GAP.  Due to variations in the printing process, colours are to be considered 
as representative of the actual product. GAP as an innovator in the industry 
will vigorously uphold and defend its intellectual and artistic rights from copy. 
Details and prices are correct at time of going to print.
© 2008, General All-Purpose Plastic. GCRC001/0708.

Printed on environmentally friendly paper

gap HEAD OFFICE

Partnership Way
Shadsworth Business Park
Blackburn BB1 2QP
T: 01254 682 888 
F: 01254 688 000


